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Abstract— Sensors are among essential building blocks of any
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs). Acquisition and processing of
their sensory data contribute to the power consumption and
computation load of the overall CPSs. For data acquisition,
the conventional fixed frequency sampling in many such systems
is sub-optimal since a sizable number of samples do not contain
important information. In this work, we propose a Signal-
Dependent Sampling (SDS) method and present its associated
circuit implementation. Using the proposed SDS method, the
number of retained samples is significantly reduced with little or
negligible compromise in the quality of the (reconstructed) signal.
The associated error and added noise are analyzed and their
boundaries — which can be controlled by the user — are calcu-
lated. Our experiments show that the proposed system is able to
improve power efficiency of the overall system in various appli-
cations. For example, for wireless Electrocardiography (ECG),
Photoplethysmography (PPG), and Electroencephalogram (EEG)
monitoring systems, the proposed approach can achieve a power
saving of 81%, 76%, and 64% respectively. The proof-of-concept
prototype system is implemented using TSMC 0.18 µm and has a
foot-print and power consumption that compare favorably with
those of the state-of-the-art implementations. The method can
be used in a variety of applications including wireless sensor
networks, mobile and wearable devices, as well as Internet of
Things (IoT) nodes.

Index Terms— Signal-dependent sampling, non-uniform sam-
pling, analog-to-digital conversion, low-power, wireless sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

SENSORS have been pervasively used in the modern
systems for various purposes. Acquiring and processing

the (tremendous amount of) data produced by these sensors
have attracted the attention of researchers [1]–[11]. In the past,
a vast majority of conventional data acquisition approaches
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have used uniform sampling, in which the signal is period-
ically sampled without taking into account the properties of
the signal (other than its bandwidth); therefore, a noticeable
amount of power is unnecessarily used for the sampling,
processing, and transferring/saving the low-frequency contents
or long periods of silence in the original signal [12]. As a
consequence, the uniform sampling might not be the favorable
optimum method in many applications [12]. For example,
consider an Electrocardiography (ECG) biosignal where most
parts of the signal have little to no activity and do not carry
useful information. Thus, more efficient techniques such as
Compressed Sensing (CS) [13], [14], digital compression [9],
and nonuniform sampling methods [15] such as event-based
sampling techniques [1], [2], [12] have been used to alleviate
the cost of Nyquist-rate sampling.

Reconstructing the original data can be achieved by employ-
ing various methods through which the number of sampled
data can play a significant role in reducing the power consump-
tion and the quality of the recovered signal. In most digital
compression techniques, first, the original data is uniformly
sampled at the Nyquist-rate [9], then digital data compression
techniques are used to reduce the volume of the amount
of data required for a legible representation of the signal.
The limitations of uniform sampling can be still costly in
such methods. On the other hand, CS based sampling allows
sampling at a rate that can be lower than the Nyquist-rate and
is proportional to the informative content of the signal. The CS
can be specifically useful for sparse signals [16]. There might
be some trade-offs in CS based designs due to the limitations
such as complexity [17] and sensitivity to noise [18].

In an event-driven non-uniform sampling, the signal is
sampled only when a sizable change, an event, has occurred
in the original signal. The aforementioned change can be,
for example, in the amplitude or the phase level of the
signal. This concept has been often used in level-crossing
sampling [4], [6], [19]–[21] and continuous-time quantization
techniques [12]. In these techniques, specific levels are often
predetermined (or can be adjusted during run-time), and the
data is sampled only when the signal crosses the aforemen-
tioned levels. Considering the amplitude or phase dependency
of the approach, the reconstructed signal may not contain some
of the information content of the original signal, especially if
the separations among the levels are not fine enough. Adaptive
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level crossing techniques have been used to make changes to
the levels to improve the sampling efficiency of the overall
system.

Other solutions for reconstructing a signal from a lower
number of samples as compared to that of Nyquist-rate
sampling have been proposed. For example, one can use
the least-squares (LS) method [22] to fit a line to a set of
consequent samples and approximate the resulting LS line with
only two points. However, such solutions need complicated
and power-hungry calculations. In this article, we present an
alternative event-driven method for non-uniform sampling of
data. In this approach, based on the previous signal samples,
we predict the value of the signal at the current sampling
point [23], [24]. An event has occurred when the error
between the predicted value and the original signal level at
the current sampling instant is larger than a predefined thresh-
old. As will be described later, in the proposed technique,
the rate of change in the signal determines the number of
samples that are used for processing. Therefore, when there
are no changes or slow changes in the signal no samples
are retained or post-processed, which leads to a considerable
saving in the number of retained samples as well as the
overall power consumption of the system. Another important
feature of the proposed method is the ease of adjusting its
threshold which in turn controls the amount of reconstruction
noise.

The proposed method is designed, implemented and
successfully tested using a compact ultra-low-power
mixed-signal system. In this system, the sampling process
and decision-making about keeping the sample are done
mainly in the analog domain without invoking the Analog-
to-Digital Converter (ADC) to convert every sample. In this
way, not only the average power consumption of the ADC
is reduced by the Compression Factor (CF), but also the
subsequent blocks in the system which are usually power
hungry (such as processor and/or RF front-end) can stay in
standby mode when there is no converted sample available
which would result in a lower overall power consumption
of the system. The proposed sampling circuit is used in a
variety of applications such as ECG, Photoplethysmography
(PPG), and Electroencephalogram (EEG). For example,
using the proposed sampling circuit, the number of samples
(and the consequent power consumption) of an ECG sensor
are reduced by 86% and 81% as compared to those of
Nyquist sampling, while maintaining around a reasonable
Post-Reconstruction Signal-to-Noise and Distortion Ratio
(PR-SNDR) of 30 dB. Note that the proposed technique can
be used in conjunction with other uniform sampling ADCs
to reduce the power of the ADC as well as the power of the
subsequent data processing/transmission units.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II
we introduce the proposed method and its associated noise
analysis. Next, we present the details of the Integrated Cir-
cuit (IC) implementation in Section III. This is followed by
Section IV in which we present the simulation and measure-
ment results of the fabricated chip. In Section V, we present the
performance of the proposed method for different applications.
We then compare the performance of the proposed circuit with

Fig. 1. An exemplary signal to visualize the proposed sampling method.

that of similar works in Section V-D and provide concluding
remarks in Section VI.

II. THEORY

A. The Proposed Method
Let us consider the triangular (saw-tooth) signal in Fig. 1.a.

Because of the relatively fast rate of change of signal, its spec-
trum contains high-frequency components. Thus, the Nyquist
sampling rate required to sample the signal is rather high
(which is higher than the fundamental frequency of the
triangular wave). Assume that instead of retaining all the
sampled values, we just keep the depicted points (the red
points in Fig. 1.a) and the time intervals between the points.
In this way, using linear interpolation we can recover all other
samples in between. In other words, such an approach approx-
imates the signal with its piece-wise linear representation (i.e.,
with a number of consequent linear segments). In the proposed
approach, the input signal is sampled at the Nyquist rate
or more, and the consecutive samples which are lying on a
given linear segment can be approximated based on the two
endpoint samples of the segment and the corresponding time
difference between the two endpoints (Fig. 1.b). The decision
on which samples (endpoints of each line segment) to keep
is made based on the approximation of the second derivative
of the signal waveform and does not depend on the signal
spectrum but on the shape of the signal. For example, for a
periodic saw-tooth signal, independent of the signal frequency,
only the minimum and maximum points along with their time
difference are kept. An example of a more complex signal and
the retained samples using the proposed method are shown
in Fig. 1.b. As we can see in this figure, depending on the
shape of the signal a larger or smaller number of samples
between retained points (shown in red) can be dropped without
significant information loss.
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In what follows we describe the algorithm that is used to
decide whether or not to retain a sample point. As mentioned
earlier, in the proposed technique, the signal is represented
by a piece-wise linear waveform. For each line segment,
the endpoint samples as well as the information regarding the
time interval between the two endpoints are stored. Let us
assume that a Nyquist or higher rate sampling clock, denoted
by CLK with a period of Ts is used to sample the signal.
To decide whether or not to keep a sample, the proposed
algorithm uses the following three samples. One is the current
input sample, i.e., x[n]. (Note that x[n] refers to the signal
sampled at nTs , i.e., x(nTs) and for the purpose of brevity,
we follow the common practice and drop the Ts from the
notations.) The second is the previous sample immediately
taken before the current sample, that is, x[n − 1]. The
third important sample is the last retained sample, namely,
x[n − m − 2], where m is the number of discarded samples
in the corresponding line segment. At any given time, n,
the system uses x[n − m − 2], x[n − 1] and x[n] to determine
whether to retain x[n − 1]. This decision is made based on∣∣∣ x[n − 1] − x[n − m − 2]

(m + 1) × Ts
− x[n] − x[n − 1]

Ts

∣∣∣ ≤ ε (1)

where the first term on the left-hand side of the inequality
represents the relative slope of the line segment between
x[n − 1] and x[n − m − 2] (S in Fig. 1.b) and the second term
indicates the slope between x[n] and x[n − 1] (S′ in Fig. 1.b).
Also, ε is the error tolerance which we refer to as the fidelity
bound. If the two slopes are close (|S − S′| ≤ ε), x[n − 1]
can be discarded. Otherwise, x[n − 1] will be retained and
becomes the starting point of the next segment. Discarding the
samples results in the reduction in the number of stored data
needed to reconstruct the sampled signal. To reconstruct the
signal, the discarded samples are reconstructed using linear
interpolation. Such linear interpolation could result in error
between the reconstructed sample and the original discarded
sample. The analysis provided in the next section provides a
measure for the maximum reconstruction error.

B. Added Error Analysis

Similar to the approach used for the calculation of the
quantization noise in ADCs, we can model the error between
the reconstructed sample and the original discarded sample as
an added noise. To this end, we calculate the worst case error
for each sample and model these errors as a Root-Mean-Square
(RMS) noise that is added to the reconstructed signal.

Assume a signal which is sampled with a sampling clock,
CLK, and the samples are such that the left-hand side of (1)
is equal to ε (i.e., worst-case scenario) as shown in Fig. 2.
In this case, the sampling unit after saving the initial sample
point (x0), to make a decision about the next sample point (x1),
will compare the slopes of lines S1 and S′

2. Here, we assume
the difference between these two slopes is equal to ε to present
the worst-case scenario. In this case, the sampler will drop x1.
For deciding about the next sample point (x2), the slopes of
lines S2 and S′

3 will be compared and since we have assumed
that (1) is met, x2 will be dropped. This will continues and
all the samples will be dropped one after another.

Fig. 2. Representative samples of the input signal and associated piece-wise
linear segment slopes for worst-case scenario.

As we can see in Fig. 2, the deviation from the original
signal and the estimated line which connects the first and last
sample, becomes larger and larger as we increase the number
of dropped samples. Although the probability of having such a
signal for which all the samples meet the condition in Fig. 2 is
very small, however, we can control the reconstruction error in
such a worst-case scenario by limiting the maximum number
of consecutive samples which can be dropped. We define N
as the limit on the maximum number of samples that could be
ignored (m < N). Given ε and N , one can make sure that the
reconstruction error is within an acceptable range. To find the
difference between the values of the dropped samples, (xi ), and
the estimated values of the reconstructed samples (x̂i ), we first
write the expression of the values of the original samples.

x1 = x0 + S1 × Ts,

x2 = x1 + S′
2 × Ts ,

...

xi = xi−1 + S′
i × Ts (2)

where Ts is period of the sampling clock (Ts = 1
Fs

), S′
i is

the slope of the line between sample xi−1 and sample xi that
based on the assumption of worst-case scenario, we will then
have:

S′
i+1 = Si − ε. (3)

We know that Si is the slope of line between sample x0 and
sample xi (slope of the estimated line in each step) and can
be written as

Si = xi − x0

i × Ts
. (4)

Combining (2) to (4), we have:

Si =
(

Si−1 × (i − 1) × Ts + (Si−1 − ε) × Ts + x0

)
− x0

i × Ts

⇒ Si = Si−1 − ε

i

⇒ Si = S1 −
i∑

j=2

(
ε

j
). (5)

Then we can rewrite (4) as:

xi =
(

S1 −
i∑

j=2

(
ε

j
)
)

× i × Ts + x0 (6)
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(6) provides the values of original samples of the signal
in the above-mentioned worst-case scenario. Now, assuming
the linear interpolation reconstruction (other reconstruction
methods such as splines [25] can also be used for minimizing
the reconstruction error, without the loss of generality) One
can calculate the value of reconstructed sample points, (x̂i ),
as follows:

x̂i = SN × i × Ts + x0

⇒ x̂i =
(

S1 −
N∑

j=2

(
ε

j
)
)

× i × Ts + x0 (7)

Now, we can calculate the added error to the signal by
subtracting (7) from (6):

|ei | = |xi − x̂i | =
( N∑

j=i+1

(
1

j
)
)

× i × Ts × ε (8)

where ei ’s are the added errors to each sample after reconstruc-
tion. As it can be seen in (8), the added error to the signal has a
direct relationship with ε. To illustrate the relation between ei

and N for the signal shown in Fig. 2, we calculate the added
error to each sample in the worst-case scenario using Matlab
from (8) for ε × Ts = 1 mV and various values of N .

Based on the expression of the error derived in (8), one can
calculate the RMS of the added noise as:

V 2
n = e2[i ] = 1

N × Ts

N∑
0

e2[i ] (9)

Vn,rms =
√√√√ 1

N × Ts

N∑
0

e2[i ] (10)

where Vn,rms is the maximum RMS added noise to the
signal due to the proposed Signal-Dependent Sampling (SDS).
To find an upper bound for Equation 10, we assume that Ts is
small and re-write the equation in the following integral form:

Vn,rms =
√

1

T

∫ T

0

(
i × ε ×

∫ T

i

d j

j

)2
di (11)

where T is the maximum time during which no samples are
retained, i.e., T = N × Ts . This gives us

Vn,rms =
√

ε2

T

∫ T

0

(
i × (Log(T ) − Log(i))

)2
di (12)

and can be rewritten as:

Vn,rms =
√

ε2

27T

[
i3(2 + 9 Log(i)2 + 6Log(T ) + . . .

9 Log(T )2 − 6 Log(i)(1 + 3 Log(T )))
]T

0

which can be further simplified to

Vn,rms =
√

2ε2

27T
T 3 = 0.27 × Ts × ε × N (13)

Equation 13 gives us the upper bound for the error in
worst-case scenario but for real signals the error is much

Fig. 3. Reconstruction added RMS noise to the various signals.

lower than the value predicted by this equation. Fig. 3 provides
examples of real signals and their added error compared with
this worst-case scenario. As it can be seen from the figure,
based on the nature of the signals the reconstruction error is
saturated at some point and does not grow with N .

C. Decision-Making Process

In the proposed method for an input signal sampled at the
Nyquist or a higher rate, if some consecutive samples fall on
the same line, we only store the first and last sample of the line
and discard all the other intermediate samples. To have a (near)
real-time sampling, ideally, we need to make a decision to
whether keep or discard each new sample immediately after
the sample is taken. Hence, we need a decision-making rule
which does not require complicated calculations. Moreover,
in a causal system this decision should be made using only
current and past samples. Hence, we propose the following
decision-making scheme.

In Fig. 1, we assume that x[n − m − 2] is the “last retained
sample” and m samples (d1 to dm) are being discarded. Thus,
we need to decide whether to keep x[n − 1] and to make
this decision we need the information about the slope of the
line segment between x[n − 1] and x[n]. As shown in Fig. 4,
by calculating the slope of the line between x[n] and x[n −1],
namely, S′, and comparing it with S (which is the slope of the
line between x[n − 1] and x[n − m − 2]), we can find out
whether the position of x[n] is within an acceptable tolerance.
That is, if S′ is equal to S or is within an acceptable error
bound, ε, from it, then we will discard x[n − 1]. Otherwise,
x[n] is not on the estimated line and therefore, x[n − 1]
should be stored (retained) as the last point of the previous
line segment. Thus the value of the last retained sample will
be updated from x[n − m − 2] to x[n − 1] and the counter for
number of discarded samples will be reset.

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN

Given the overall goal of the proposed technique is to
minimize the number of stored samples and reduce the power
of whatever ADC or signal conversion that is to be used,
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the SDS system.

the associated circuit blocks to implement the technique should
also be low power. To implement the proposed technique, each
system block should be synchronized with the sampling clock.
In addition, the system should able to perform all decision
makings ideally within one (sampling) clock period so that
the latency of the system is one clock cycle. Based on the
proposed method, presented in section II, in this section we
present a system in which all circuit blocks are turned off for
most of the duration of each clock period and are turned on
only in the vicinity of the clock edges. This approach further
reduces the static power consumption of the circuit to almost
zero (except for the power consumed by the leakage currents).
The dynamic power consumption depends on the input signal
and the sampling clock frequency.

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed implementa-
tion. The system has three Sample-and-Hold (SH) sub-blocks
that are needed to store three signal samples, two subtractors
(“Subtract 1” and “Subtract 2”) and a scaling block to calculate
the slopes of the lines S_i and S′_i . “Subtract 3” will calculate
the difference of the line slopes and the result – together with
the output of the counter for discarded samples– are used to
make the decision about the sample which is currently stored
in SH2. The decision is made by comparing the error with
the maximum permitted error. Fig. 5 shows more detailed
information of the proposed SDS implementation. In Fig. 5,
Vi is the input signal, V1,V2, and V3 are outputs of SHs (x[n],
x[n − 1], and x[n − m − 2], respectively), C L K (input clock)
is the Nyquist-rate sampling clock, and ADC Trigger signal is
the signal that indicates whether x[n − 1] should be retained
and converted using an ADC, or discarded.

A. Sample and Hold Circuit

There are three SHs in the proposed circuit. Their role
is to store current and prior samples (x[n], x[n − 1], and
x[n −m −2]) and provide inputs to the subtractors. As shown
in Fig. 5, SHs are placed in series. To minimize the errors
associated with charge sharing and charge injection among
the SHs, buffers are used.

Another issue in SHs circuit design is the timing of the
sampling and holding cycles. During the sampling cycle the
output of each SH should stay constant. For example, when
the first SH (SH1) is sampling a new value from the input
signal, the second one (SH2) is sampling the output of SH1
and any changes in the output of SH1 will also affect the value

Fig. 5. Simplified schematic diagram of the SDS system.

Fig. 6. Simplified circuit of the input stage of the buffers used in SH.
a) Charge sharing path between the storage capacitor and buffer. b) Preventing
charge sharing by an enabling switch and a skewed clock.

stored in SH2. To address this issue, the sampling phase and
hold phase are decoupled so that they do not have any time
overlap. The signal is sampled at the rising edge of the clock
and is held at the falling edge of the clock.

As mentioned before, to save power, the buffers are turned
on only at the edges of the clock. Turning on and off the
buffers causes charge injection into the capacitors of SH blocks
which are connected to the input of the buffers and thus due to
this charge injection the stored values are adversely affected.
The charge injection occurs due to the parasitic capacitors
(Cgd and Cgs) of the input transistor of the buffers. Fig. 6(a)
shows simplified circuit of the input stage of the buffer which
is connected to the storage capacitor. In this figure, at the
falling edge of the clock, an enable pulse is generated which
turns the buffer on and off, the terminal voltages of the M1
will rapidly change from VDD to a lower voltage and vice
versa. These quick changes in voltage level will cause an
unwanted change in the voltage across the hold (storage)
capacitor C1, VC1 . To resolve this issue, as seen in Fig. 6(b),
a switch is added between the storage capacitor (C1) and the
buffer input of the next stage. This switch is turned on and
off with a lower duty cycle than the buffer.

Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of the proposed SH and the
timing of the events. Note that the rising and falling edges of
the clock are denoted by �r and � f , respectively, and �′

r ,
and �′

f are their delayed versions, respectively. The switch
immediately before each storage capacitor is controlled by
En1 (starting at �r ) and En2 (starting at � f ) signals and the
switch immediately after each storage capacitor is controlled
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Fig. 7. Timing diagram of SH blocks. Enable signals with a small offset
prevent charge sharing and unintended propagation of stored charge.

by En′
1 (starting at �′

r ) and En′
2 (starting at �′

f ) signals.
In this way, when the buffer is turning on or off, the charges
on the storage capacitor of the previous stage will see the
high impedance of the off switch. Thus, minimal or ideally
no charge injection will happen.

Using larger size switch transistors could result in a smaller
“ON” resistance for the switches which reduces settling time
of the sampled voltage. On the other hand, larger size switches
result in larger parasitic elements which introduce their own
drawbacks such as charge injection and clock feed-through.
In this design, the leakage of “OFF” switches has the most
dominant effect, especially in lower clock frequencies when
the sampled voltage on the storage capacitor should be held
constant for a long time. To minimize the adverse effect of
the leakage, the storage capacitance should be chosen as large
as possible. Using larger storage capacitors, at the cost of
larger area chip, would also result in sufficiently low kT

C
noise, however, it also results in a larger RC time constant for
charging the storage capacitors. This larger charge/discharge
time could in turn result in additional side effects such as the
capacitors not being fully charged during the enable phase of
the switches. This can be ameliorated by extending the width
of enable pulse or increasing the bias current of the buffers,
at the cost of higher power consumption. Therefore, there is
a trade-off among power, size of switches, size of storage
capacitors, chip area, and the accuracy. If these parameters
are not chosen properly, the power budget is affected and the
allowed maximum number of discarded samples is reduced.

Stored values of the first SH and the second SH are updated
at each clock cycle. However, the sampling clock of the third
SH is the “ADC Trigger” signal and thus will only get updated
when “ADC Trigger” is activated. Note that because of a
longer period of holding phase on the third SH, its stored value
may drop due to the leakage currents. Therefore, the storage

capacitors of the SH3 must be larger than those of the other
two SH stages. Furthermore, the buffers should be low-offset
so as to minimize the adverse effects of their offset on the
accuracy of the ADC. In other words, the added error due
to the offset of the buffers should be lower than the Least-
Significant Bit (LSB) of the ADC. In this design, the buffers
are overdesigned to have an accuracy of just over 15 bits so
that they do not adversely affect the accuracy of the overall
system. The simulated input dynamic range of the overall SDS
when operating with a 1 kHz clock and taking into account the
adverse effects of leakage of the switches, offset of the buffers,
charge injection and clock feedthrough and other parasitic
effects is 78.27 dB. In this case, the full swing of the input
signal is 1.8 V.

B. Subtractor Circuit

Differentiator blocks (subtractors) are used in the proposed
system to calculate the difference between the voltages stored
on SHs. Considering that the voltages of SHs can be within the
full-scale range of the ADC, the input Common-Mode Range
(CMR) of the subtractors should also cover the full-scale range
of the ADC. subtractors also should have a high Common-
Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR). Note that the common-mode
values of the two inputs of the subtractor could be high,
however, the difference the input signals is usually a small
value, a low CMRR will affect the precision of the sub-
tractor. To address this issue, we have used differential Gm

structures for subtractors. Thus, we can set a high gain for
the subtractors without undergoing saturation problems at the
output. A simplified circuit diagram of the Gm block is shown
in [26, Chapter 13, Page 460].

The output current can be written as:
iout = gm(Vi+ − Vi−) (14)

where gm is the differential transconductance of the Gm block.
The Gm blocks set the CMRR of the overall system and are
designed to provide the overall CMRR of 86.05 dB.

In the proposed system, to calculate the slopes of the
piece-wise linear segments, we do need to divide the volt-
age differences by the associate time difference between the
samples. The time difference between V1 and V2 (which are
consecutive) is equal to one clock period (Ts). And the time
difference between V2 and V3 is equal to (m + 1) × Ts (note
that V1, V2, and V3 are x[n], x[n − 1], and x[n − m − 2],
respectively). To measure the time difference between samples
V2 and V3 we need to count the number of the discarded
samples. In the next section, we will explain the counting and
dividing process.

C. Counter and Divider

To keep track of the number of samples that should be
discarded we use a binary counter which counts up at the rising
edge of the sampling clock. The value of this counter increases
when a new sample, i.e., x[n] is taken and the systems decides
to drop the previous sample, i.e., x[n−1]. The counter output is
also used for calculating the derivative (slope) of the signal and
the value will be stored when the proposed ADC decides to
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Fig. 8. The binary weighted resistors used in this design. a) Ideal current
divider. b) Implementation of the current divider using triode region MOS
transistors.

retain a sample. The stored values of the counter would also be
used in the signal reconstruction. The counter will “RESET”
when the previous sample, that is, x[n − 1] is retained.

Using the subtractors, Gm blocks, the values of gm(V1−V2)
and gm(V3 − V2) are calculated. To find the slope of the line
between samples V2 and V3, we need to divide the output of
Gm2 by the number of clock periods between these samples,
which is provided by the counter. With a high precision divider
circuit, the output current of the second Gm block can be
divided by m + 1, however, the output of the Gm block is
an analog current and the output of the counter is a digital
signal. Therefore, the divider ideally should be able to divide
an analog current by an integer number. For this division,
we use the concept of current division as shown in Fig. 8(a).
The input current ii is divided between the two resistors. If the
voltage VL is zero, the two resistors will be in parallel and the
output current, io, would be:

io =
R
m × ii

R
m + R

= ii

m + 1
. (15)

To implement resistors R and R/m, and to further save area,
we use transistors that are operating in their triode region (refer
to Fig. 8(b)). To ensure that these two resistors are (effectively)
in parallel, they should have the same voltage across them.
To implement R/m we use binary-weighted switches which
are driven by the counter output. These binary-weighted tran-
sistors operate in the triode region (shown in Fig. 8(b)) and
their equivalent resistor is R/m. A matched transistor (with a
size equal to the smallest switch of the binary-weighted array)
is used to implement R.

Thus, in Fig. 8(b), io is proportional to the slope of the line
segment between V2 and V3. To implement (1), we need to find
a difference between two slopes. This is implemented using the
circuit shown in Fig. 9. In this circuit, because of the negative
feedback of the Operational Amplifier (OpAmp), the negative
input, VX is at the same voltage as that of the positive input,
i.e., VX = VY = Vre f . Therefore, all transistors taking part in
the current division are effectively in parallel (i.e., have the
same voltage across them). Additionally, we have a current
summation (between io1 and io2) in node X . The low input
impedance of the Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA), Rin , will
ameliorate the adverse effects of the parasitics at node X and
io1 + io2 will low to the R f . V f ed is the voltage which can be

Fig. 9. The circuit for implementing left-hand-side of expression (1).

Fig. 10. Block diagram of the implemented two-level comparator.

used for comparison purposes and can be written as:

V f ed = Vre f − [(V1 − V2) − (V2 − V3)

m + 1
] × g × R f × Av2

(16)

The output of this circuit, namely, V f ed , is thus proportional
to the left-hand-side of (1).

We note that transistor mismatch and leakage of OFF
switches can affect the accuracy of the divider. Hence, the size
of the transistor and the layout of the divider should be
designed attentively to minimize these effects.

D. Comparator

The circuit in Fig. 9 provides a voltage (V f ed ) that is
proportional to the left-hand-side of (1). Fig. 10 shows a
simple circuit that implements the “absolute value” function
and the comparison needed to evaluate (1). Let us define:

εv = k × ε × Ts (17)

where k = g × R f × Av2 is the gain of the circuit shown
in Fig. 9. To compare |V f ed | with εv we have used a
combination of two comparators to implement a two-level
comparison as shown in Fig. 10. In addition to supporting
both positive and negative comparison levels, the positive and
negative comparison levels (ε+ = εv and ε− = −εv) can
have different absolute values for more flexibility, that is,
the positive and negative limits can have different magnitudes.

Finally, as shown in Fig. 5, the output voltage of the
two-level comparator of Fig. 10 will be logically “AND”ed
with the clock to produce the ADC Trigger signal. At the rising
edge of the clock signal, ADC Trigger indicates whether the
associated sample (sample on the second SH) must be retained
(when ADC Trigger is “1”) or discarded (when ADC Trigger
is “0”). If the sample is supposed to be retained, it will be
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Fig. 11. Error imposed on V f ed by each individual sub-circuit due to PVT
variations.

converted to digital using the ADC and the corresponding
counter value will be stored. As shown in Fig. 5, when a
sample is retained, the circuit will “RESET” the counter and
store the retained sample into the third SH.

E. The Effects of PVT variations and Noise

As in any practical circuit, in the proposed design, Process-
Voltage-Temperature (PVT) variations (and the associated
offset) and noise of the circuit blocks can have adverse
consequences. For example, in our system they may affect
the decision making process and cause deviations from the
expected results. In this subsection, we review these effects on
the overall performance of the system through Monte Carlo
simulations. Fig. 11 shows the error in V f ed that is produced
by each individual block, namely, the sample and hold buffers,
Gm blocks, TIA, the gain stage, and the divider transistors.
These errors are due to PVT variations and are calculated using
Monte Carlo simulations of 1000 random cases. As it can be
seen from the figure, the maximum error is produced by the
GM blocks and is an order of magnitude lower than the typical
values of V f ed . Fig. 12 shows the performance of the whole
SDS system in the presence of PVT through Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of 5000 random cases. More specifically, Fig. 12(a)
and Fig. 12(b) show the effects of PVT on PR-SNDR and
CF, respectively. The input signal in these simulations is
an ECG signal. The brown bars show the performance for
ideal case and the blue bars show the performances in the
presence of PVT. As it can be seen in Fig. 12, the circuit is
robust against PVT variations, that is, PR-SNDR and CF are
relatively constant and in the majority of cases produce the
nominal value. Another consideration is the effect of Gaussian
noise on the performance of the circuit. This noise can be
due to the noise of the input signal or the circuit. Noise can
cause false triggers that can affect the CF and PR-SNDR of
the sampled signal. Regarding Equation 1, we can define a
condition that guarantees minimum false triggers:

2 × Vp−p

Ts
≤ ε (18)

where Vp−p is peak-to-peak voltage of the noise. To show
the robustness of the design, we have added random Gaussian
noise to the system and have swept the RMS voltage of the
noise. Fig. 13 shows the performance of the SDS, namely,

Fig. 12. Effect of PVT variations on the performance of the SDS. Input
signal is ECG, ε × Ts = 20mv , and N = 9. a) Effect on PR-SNDR of ECG
signal for 5000 random cases. b) Effect on CF of ECG signal for 5000 random
cases.

Fig. 13. Effect of Gaussian noise on the performance of SDS when the input
signal is ECG. This test is done for 50 different simulations, ε× Ts = 100mv
and N = 8.

PR-SNDR and CF as a function of RMS of the added noise.
These plots are the results of 50 different simulations where
N = 8 and ε×Ts = 100 mV . By a conservative assumption of
Vp−p = 4Vn,rms for Gaussian noise to cover more than 95%
of situations, we expect that we have no (less than 5%) false
trigger up to Vn,rms = 12.5 mV and by assuming Vp−p =
2Vn,rms , we expect that CF and PR-SNDR be almost constant
up to Vn,rms = 25 mV . As it can be seen from the figure,
the circuit is robust to noise (no changes in CF ans PR-SNDR),
when RMS of the added noise is less than 10 mV and similarly,
CF is almost constant when the RMS of the added noise is
less than 25 mV. Even when the noise increases beyond that,
the variations in PR-SNDR and CF are not drastic.
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Fig. 14. Test environment of the proposed SDS technique.

TABLE I

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USED ADC

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Implementation and Measurements

The proposed SDS system (Fig. 5) is implemented in a
0.18-μm CMOS technology, The fabricated system occupies
0.135mm2 of silicon area (500μm×270μm). Fig. 14(a) shows
the chip micrograph.

System evaluations are performed by sampling the input
signal simultaneously by both a Nyquist-rate ADC and the pro-
posed SDS system. The test-bench setup is shown in Fig. 14.
In the two paths of the test bench, two identical ADCs are
used so that the comparisons of CF and power consumption
are fair. The characteristics of the off-chip ADC that is used
in this work are summarized in Table I. In each test, a clock
frequency (CLK) suitable for the input signal is used. The first
ADC outputs the uniformly sampled data without applying
any compression technique. At the same time, the second
synchronized ADC uses the proposed non-uniform sampling
approach, i.e., SDS to sample the input signal. Some critical
signals such as output voltages of the SHs (V1, V2, and V3),
enable signals (EnH , EnL,…), and input voltage of the
comparator (V f ed ) are brought out of the chip so that they
can be observed using a digital oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
trigger signal and ADCs sampling clocks are all synchronized
with the CLK signal which is generated by the microcontroller.
In this proof-of-concept prototype, the reference voltage of the
comparator (Vref ) and the comparison levels (ε+ and ε−) are
generated off-chip and are inputted to the test chip. Matlab
software has been used to analyze the collected data.

As mentioned earlier, active parts of the circuit are turned
on at the corresponding clock edges. The enable signals are
generated on the test chip and the duration of these pulses can
be controlled using the associated control inputs of the chip.
Based on the maximum settling time in all parts of the circuit,
which is around 5 μs, the duration of enable signals in normal
operation is set to 10 μs. This would guarantee that all parts
of the circuit will work properly. Furthermore, due to the low
duty cycle of all the building blocks of the proposed circuit,

the overall power consumption is kept low. For example, for
CLK=1 k H z, the duty cycle of the circuit is 1%. However,
to show more details of the operations, in the performance
measurements reported in the following subsection, we set the
duty cycle to a time comparable with the clock period (5% of
the CLK period). This helps us demonstrate how the circuit is
working and what is happening in the important parts of the
circuit during several clock periods. The clock frequency in
these tests (reported in the next subsection) is set to 100 H z.

B. Performance Summary
To evaluate the performance of various parts of the circuit,

we applied an arbitrary signal to the input of the SDS. The
output voltages of SHs are shown in Fig. 15(a). Each SH
samples its input at the rising edge of its clock and their
outputs would be updated at the falling edges of the clock.
V1, V2, and V3 are outputs of SH1, SH2, and SH3 respectively.
V S1 is a signal that is used to show the sampled version of the
input signal (Vin). As it can be seen from the figure, the output
voltages of SHs are valid for a short period of time (for the
duration of enable signals). As expected, in contrast to V3, V1
and V2 are updated at each clock cycle.

Two other important building blocks of the circuit are
the counter and the divider. Based on (16), by keeping
V1 = V2 and V3 = V2 + �V , V f ed would be equal
to g × R f × Av2 × �V /(m + 1). So we can see the per-
formance of the counter and divider as number of skipped
samples (m) increases at each clock period. As shown
in Fig. 15(b), by increasing the counter output from 0 to 5,
V f ed (relative to Vre f ) decreases from 0.2V to 0.033V .

The final stage of the system is the decision making block.
As explained before, to retain a digitized sample, one of the
following two criteria should be met. Either the current sample
deviates too much from the piece-wise linear approximation
of the recent sequence of samples (i.e.,V f ed − Vre f > ε+
or V f ed − Vre f < ε−) or the number of samples that are
being dropped reaches N (the maximum allowed by user).
Fig. 16 shows circuit performance for a time duration when
N = 8 and ε+ = −ε− = 200 mV . There are three pulses
generated on ADC Trigger output, as can be seen in the
figure, the first pulse is generated because the counter has
reached N . In the second case, V f ed − Vre f has reached
ε−. Bear in mind that the calculation of V f ed occurs at the
falling edge of the previous clock cycle and associated pulse
generation is synchronized with the rising edge of the clock.
The third case happens due to the first criteria mentioned
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Fig. 15. An example of (a) sampling process (b) division process (measurement).

Fig. 16. Sampling triggered by maximum tolerated error or maximum number
of skipped samples.

above, that is, V f ed − Vre f has reached ε+. A point to
consider here is the three delay components for processing
the retained sample. The first delay component is due to the
SH since the SH samples the input signal at the rising clock
edge and places the sample at its output on the falling edge.
Therefore, there is a “half clock period” processing delay here.
The second delay component is due to the fact that the system
is always making a decision regarding the previous sample
i.e., x[n − 1]. This corresponds to a “one clock period” delay.
The third delay component is due to the fact that the system
makes its decisions at the falling clock edge and waits for the
rising clock edge to generate ADC T rigger pulse which is

synchronized with the rising edge of the clock. This accounts
for another “half clock period” delay. Hence, as it can be
seen in Fig. 16, when the system generates an ADC T rigger
pulse, the ADC converts the value of the input signal that
corresponds to “two clock periods” before the current clock.
This sample is conveniently held at the output of SH2 at the
current clock. Thus, the delay between the input of the Nyquist
ADC and the input of the ADC driven by the SDS circuit is
exactly two clock cycles which can be compensated for in
digital post-processing.

C. Power Consumption
Fig. 17(a) illustrates the measured total supply current

drawn at different frequencies along with its predicted and
simulated amount. Since the enable signals are generated at
clock edges and their pulse-widths are constant (i.e., 10μs in
this design), as clock frequency increases, the sleep time of the
system decreases. Hence, we expect an increase in the drawn
current that is proportional to the clock frequency (dotted
line in Fig. 17(a)). The predicted supply current corresponds
to the simulation and measurement lines except at very low
frequencies. This deviation can be attributed to the static
leakage power which becomes dominant at low frequencies.
Fig. 17(b) presents the detailed information of the current
drawn by each block at 1 kHz clock for ECG input signal.
In this case, the CF is 6̃.1, so the ADC is working at around
160 S/s. The reader may be wondering whether by imple-
menting our proposed SDS with a fully digital circuit after
a Nyquist-rate ADC. In the former approach, the proposed
circuit can be implemented in a fully digital fashion. The
digital and analog implementations have their own advantages
and disadvantages. In terms of area and scalability, the digital
implementation is advantageous, however, in terms of power
consumption the analog implementation is more efficient. The
power consumption of analog and digital implementations
in the same technology are shown in Fig. 17(a). As can
be seen from the figure, over all frequencies the power
consumption of the analog implementation is lower than that
of the digital implementation. Please note that Fig. 17(a)
only shows the power consumption of the SDS unit. If we
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Fig. 17. (a) Current dissipation of the system based on the frequency of
sampling, (b) current dissipation of various units and their role in the overall
current dissipation of the system. Considering CF, the average conversion rate
of the ADC is around 160 S/s.

include the power of the ADC, the power advantage of the
analog implementation would be even more pronounced as in
the digital implementation the ADC needs to operate at the
Nyquist-rate. However, in more advanced technologies, one
may be able to lower the power consumption of the ADC
as well as the digital implementation of SDS, and thus it
may worth implementing the system in the digital domain.
However, the important point is that in either analog or digital
implementation, using SDS would result in power saving in
the overall system, especially in wireless systems where the
samples are transferred wirelessly.

V. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

After testing all parts of the circuit in detail, we performed
extended tests on the overall system using real signals. The
performance of the system and the effect of N and ε on various
signals, such as sine wave, saw-tooth, ECG, EEG, and PPG
have been tested. For the purpose of brevity, here we report
the effects of the parameters on digitizing a PPG signal. The
results for other signals are shown for selected combination of
parameters. The performance of the system is also tested for
sine wave and saw-tooth signals in both high SNR and low
SNR situations. For the high SNR sine wave (input SNR =
49.6), CF = 8.3 and PR-SNDR = 27.7 dB are achieved, and

for the high SNR saw-tooth (input SNR = 50.1), the system
achieves CF = 13.7 and PR-SNDR = 39.5 dB. As observed
in these two examples (and this observation also applies to
other examples which for the ppurpose of brevity are not
included here), for the signals that include higher harmonics
(sharper edges), the resulting PR-SNDR is higher, that is,
the error between the Nyquist rate sampled signal and the SDS
reconstructed signal is lower. For the smoother signals such
as sinusoidal signals, this error would be higher unless the
ε × Ts is set to a lower value which means lower compression
factor. For noisy signals, the input SNRs are 23.4 dB and
20.1 dB for sine wave and saw-tooth signals, respectively and
the results are plotted in Fig. 18(a) and Fig. 18(b). As one
would expect, the CF for noisy input signals is lower than
that of the cleaner input signal because of additional triggers
of the ADC due to noise. It should be noted that the maximum
achievable PR-SNDR would be the SNR of the input signals.

A. Effect of Configuration Parameters on PPG Signal

In practice, typically the general frequency- and
time-domain characteristics of the signal that is being
sampled, such as its frequency band and the shape of its
spectrum in the frequency domain, and maximum and
minimum rates of change (slopes) of the signal in the time
domain are known and based on them and the amount
of added error due to SDS that is tolerable, and Eqs. (1)
and (13) one can estimate and adjust the values for ε and
N . To further optimize ε and N for a given class of signals,
one can run simulations on the representative signals of
that class and find optimum values of ε and N that lead
to acceptable fidelity while offering maximum compression
ratio. As an example, Fig. 18(c)-18(d) depict an original
PPG signal (in black), and its corresponding reconstructed
signals (in red) obtained through proposed SDS technique.
In this experiment, fC L K = 250 Hz, ε × Ts = 7or13, mV ,
and N = 32, or 64. The difference between the reconstructed
signal and original input signal, i.e., the reconstruction error
is also shown with the blue curve in each case.

For the case of N = 32 and ε × Ts = 13 mV , using
the proposed SDS technique, the average number of retained
samples is about 35 over a period of 5 seconds. Considering
the number of discarded samples between every two retained
samples that we also need to keep, to reconstruct the original
signal we need to keep about 70 data samples per each
5 seconds. This is in contrast to the nominal 1250 samples
that are taken with a clock frequency of 250 Hz (which is
typical sampling rate for PPG applications) and using uniform
sampling over a period of 5 seconds. The CF, which is defined
as the ratio of the number of samples in Nyquist rate mode
to the number of samples in SDS mode (CF = NNyq

NS DS
), in this

example is ∼ 17.7.
Studying all examples, we observe that for large values of

N and ε, the CF is high. In contrast, as expected, when the
CF is high the PR-SNDR, which is defined as follows:

P R − SN DR = 10Log(
P(xi − mean(xi))

P(ei )
) (19)
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Fig. 18. Visual demonstration of the quality of the reconstructed signal and its fidelity to the original signal. Sub-figures (a) and (b) show performance for
low-SNR sine wave and saw-tooth respectively, (c) and (d) show the trade-off between the signal fidelity and compression factor for PPG signal. e) performance
of SDS for ECG signal. f) performance of SDS for a low-SNR ECG signal. g) performance of SDS for EEG signal.

is low. For lower values of N and/or ε the error decreases.
As such, as can be seen in 18(a)-18(d), the reconstructed signal
approaches to the signal sampled at the Nyquist rate.

B. Other Examples

Fig. 18(e) depicts an original ECG signal (in black), and its
corresponding reconstructed signals (in red) obtained using the
proposed SDS technique with fC L K = 1000 Hz, ε × Ts = 10
mV, and N = 16. The error signal, is also shown with the blue
curve. The CF in this case is 6.1 and PR-SNDR is 28.7 d B .
Fig. 18(f) also shows the results for ECG signal with low
SNR of 14.8 dB. For noisy signals, to prevent the system from
additional ADC triggers due to noise, based on 18, one can use
a higher value of ε and a lower value for N . In this particular,
where fC L K = 1000 Hz, we have used ε × Ts = 20 mV,
and N = 11 and have achieved CF of 5.99 and PR-SNDR of
12.45 dB. For the example EEG signal, as shown in Fig. 18(g),
we achieved a CF of 3.25 and a PR-SNDR of 28.5 dB by
using the following setup; N = 8, and ε × Ts = 13 mV and
fC L K = 500 Hz.

C. System-Level Power Savings

We note that in addition to reduction in the power consump-
tion of the ADC, another advantage of the proposed approach
is the additional reductions in the power consumption of the
subsequent stages of the system (due to fewer data to be
transferred and/or processed) and thus the reduction of the
overall power of the system. In wireless and wearable sensory
systems, the power consumption of the RF front-end and
digital blocks of the system is usually dominant and usually
is more than 95% of the overall system power [27], [29].
For example, in [29], when adaptive sampling is disabled,

TABLE II

MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR VARIOUS SIGNALS

the power consumption of the digital and RF front-end is
around 1700 μW which is more than 97% of the overall power.
By using adaptive sampling which reduces the number of
samples taken from the signal the overall power consumption
of the system is reduced by a factor of ∼6. In systems in
which the RF transmitter has higher output power to cover a
reasonable range, the power consumption of the RF transceiver
will be even more dominant. Especially, when the system has
a protocol for wireless connection which forces to send and
receive larger packet sizes due to handshaking and protocol
stack. In such systems the power consumption during start-up
time from sleep mode can not be neglected [30]. In general,
the total power consumption of the system, Ptot , can be written
as a sum of a constant portion Pconst (that is independent
of sampling rate, for example, power consumption of the
instrumentation amplifier), and a data-dependent portion, Pvar ,
which depends on the amount of information that should
be processed and transmitted (this portion is proportional to
average sampling rate). Hence,

Ptot = Pconst + Pvar (20)

Pvar can be written as Fs × Eavg where Fs is the average
sampling rate and Eavg is average energy per sample for the
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TABLE III

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR WORKS

Fig. 19. System block diagram with and without SDS.

input signal. Note that the proposed SDS approach would
mainly affect Pvar and thus the proposed technique will reduce
the overall power consumption Ptot by a factor that is slightly
lower than CF. We have implemented a wireless sensor system
to study the effects of SDS on power consumption of the
overall system. Fig. 19 shows the block diagram of the system
with and without SDS. The system uses an ultra-low-power
RF microcontroller from Texas Instruments (TI), CC2650,
to provide Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) connectivity. When
SDS is off, ADC is invoked at every sampling clock and
converts the sensor value to the digital sample. By turning
SDS on, the number of times that the ADC is invoked
reduces and the number of micro-controller wake-ups and
data transmissions are consequently reduced. Table II shows
the results of the proposed SDS technique on various types
of signals including ECG, PPG, and EEG. The user-defined
settings for N and ε for each case are included in the table.
Table II also reports PR-SNDR of the reconstructed signal as
well as the corresponding compression factor. The last column
is the Power Saving Factor (PSF), that is defined in (21).

PSF = (1 − PS DS−O N

PS DS−O F F
) × 100 (21)

As it can be seen from the table, by invoking SDS depending
on the signal, a power saving of at least 64% and up to 92%
is achieved. The first 4 rows of the table show the dependence
of PR-SNDR, CF, and PSF to the values of N and ε.

D. Discussion

Table. III shows a comparison with most relevant State-of-
the-Art (SoA) designs. The proposed architecture compared
favorably with the prior arts in terms of CF, PSF, and power

consumption. Note that the signal-dependent nature of the
proposed technique results in a variable compression and
power reduction factors. Here, to have a fair comparison,
the average compression and power reduction factors are
computed for the ECG signals. Furthermore, as it can be seen
from Table. III, the proposed method can achieve a CF of up
to 26 for ECG signals, which is 1.6-to-3.6 times better than
other comparable works.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed a signal-dependent sampling
method and its associated circuitry for (almost) real-time
sampled-data systems. We have discussed and presented
closed-form analysis of the proposed method and its bounds
for error and noise. For circuit implementation, we have pre-
sented several techniques to minimize the power consumption
as well as the effect of nonidealities. A proof-of-concept
chip is fabricated in a 0.18-μm CMOS technology, and the
performance of the system with an external ADC of the user
choice is evaluated using test signals as well as real-world
signals. Our experiments show that for some applications a
CF of up to 16 can be achieved without a significant negative
effect on the reconstructed signal, which could lead to more
than 85% saving in power consumption of the overall system.
In general, the performance of the proposed system compares
favorably with that of the relevant SoA systems in terms of
power, CF, and PR-SNDR.
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